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NILSSON SINGLE PARTICLE POTENTIALPARAMETERS REPRODUCING THE GROUNDSTATE AND K-ISOMERS RADII� ��K. Mazurek and B. Nerlo-PomorskaTheoretial Physis Department, The Maria Curie-Skªodowska UniversityPl. M. Curie-Skªodowska 1, 20-031 Lublin, Poland(Reeived November 2, 2000)The optimal parameters of the Nilsson single partile potential in orderto reprodue the experimental radii of the ground states of nulei and theK-isomers Lu, Hf, Ta were found. The isospin dependene of harmoni os-illator frequeny and the new parameters set of the Seo orretion term inthe single-partile potential make able to use the marosopi�mirosopimodel with free quasipartile BCS pairing approximation to desribe theproperties of nulear ground and rotational K-isomeri states.PACS numbers: 21.24.Dr, 21.30.Fe, 21.60.Jz1. IntrodutionThe marosopi�mirosopi method has served for years as the pra-tial tool to desribe the properties of the ground states of nulei, theirenergies, deformations and radii. Though the Hartree�Fok self-onsistentmodels with various two-body nulear fores as Gogny [1℄, Skyrme [2℄, rel-ativisti mean �eld theory [3℄ were developed as the better desription ofthe nulear properties it is still interesting to hek how do the quik sim-ple methods work. They have usually less free parameters and give quiklyresults for the broad regions of nulei. Large progress in �tting the parame-ters of the single partile potentials like Woods�Saxon [4℄ or Nilsson [5℄ onemakes their appliations reasonable and pratial.� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.�� The work was partially sponsored by the Polonium Polish�Frenh agreementNo. L437.I/2000 and the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) undergrant No. 2P 03B 115 19. (783)



784 K. Mazurek, B. Nerlo-PomorskaThe deformed harmoni osillator Nilsson [5℄ potential has got broaderappliation after introduing the Seo [6℄ orretion term with shell dependent�, � parameters of the spin orbit and square momentum terms.This single partile base was used suessfully to desribe the deforma-tions and radii of even�even [4℄ and odd�even nulei, speially after inlud-ing the dynamial e�ets by generator oordinate method [7℄. Though thesingle-partile levels set of Seo [6℄ reprodued well the Woods�Saxon's onefor spherial nulei, it failed in desription of the rotation exited states forexample the long living K isomers.It was our aim to improve the parameters of Nilsson�Seo single partilepotential in order to reprodue harge radii of the ground states of experi-mentally known nulei and the proper energies of exited K isomeri statesof Lu, Hf and Ta to foresee their radii and shapes.2. TheoryThe potential energies of nulei are found by the minimization of thepotential energy surfae E("; "4) on the quadrupole ", and hexadeapole "4deformations parameters plane. The energy E onsists of the two maro-sopi and mirosopi partsE = ELD +�Eshell : (1)The �rst term is the liquid drop energy ELD [8℄ and the seond one is themirosopi shell orretion of Strutinsky. The alulation is done for protonand neutron sets separately, the proton�neutron pairing fores are not takeninto aount yet. The sum of protons and neutrons mirosopi energiestogether with ommon liquid drop part is minimized over "; "4 deformationgiving the equilibrium deformations "eq; "eq4 of every nuleus in the groundor exited state.The nulear mean square radii or quadrupole moment are found in thisequilibrium point from the formula
r2� = 2 X�>0;� 6=�i 
� ��r̂2�� ��V 2� +Xi 
�i ��r̂2�� �i� ; (2)where V 2� are the BCS oupation fators [9℄, j�ii the single partile statesoupied by the quasipartiles. The single-partile levels sheme e� and j�istates are obtained by diagonalization of the single partile Hamiltonianonsisting of the kineti energy and the Nilsson�Seo [6℄ potential VH = 12~!0("; "4)�̂t + 12~!0("; "4)�2 �1� 23"P2(os #t) + 2"4P4(os#t)��~ Æ!0 (2�Nl~l � ~s+ �Nl~l 2 � h�Nll2iN ) ; (3)



Nilsson Single Partile Potential Parameters : : : 785where the laplaian �̂t, radius �, os#t, and angular momentum ~l are ex-pressed in strethed oordinates.Nilsson harmoni osillator frequeny !0("; "4) is obtained from the vol-ume onservation ondition inside the equipotential surfae!n(p)0 ("; "4)= Æ!n(p)0 8<: 1�1 + "3� �1� 23"�1=2 1Z0 dx(1� 23"P2(x) + 2"4P4(x))3=29=;1=3:(4)The spherial osillator frequeny, usually taken as~ Æ!0= 40A�1=3 MeV (5)is in our alulation isospin dependent Æ!n(p)0 . This dependene was foundfrom the ondition ~ Æ!n(p)0 = ~ Æ!0 hr2in(p)hr2in(p)exp ; (6)where neutron hr2inexp are alulated from [10℄ RMFT formula, the protonones taken from Ref. [11℄.The results are approximated by the formulae~ Æ!p0= 39:12�1 + 0:09N � ZA �A�1=3 MeV ; (7)~ Æ!n0= 40:45�1 + 0:11N � ZA �A�1=3 MeV : (8)In formula (3) the orretion term ontains the following funtions�Nl = �0 �1 + 8�Nl �N + 32��+ �1A�1=3ps;Nl ; (9)where ps;Nl = ÆR0+a2ZÆR0�a2 R2Nl(r)r2dr (10)and �Nl = �0P 2i;Nl ; (11)where the probability of �nding a nuleon inside a nuleus isPi;Nl = ÆR0�a2Z0 R2Nl(r)r2dr : (12)



786 K. Mazurek, B. Nerlo-PomorskaThe average orbital momentum square within N state ish�Nl~l 2iN = Pl(2l + 1)l(l + 1)�NlPl(2l + 1) : (13)RNl(r) are the radial funtions of harmoni osillator potential, the spherialradius ÆR0 is ÆR0= 1:2 � A1=3av fm : (14)Aav denotes the average mass number of nulear region, a = 0:7 is thesmooth parameter of nulear skin.The phenomenologial parameters reproduing Woods�Saxon levels she-me were [6℄ �0 = 0:021 ; �1 = 0:90 ; �0 = 0:062 : They are not su�ient forthe desription of the rotational K isomeri exited states of nulei. Inves-tigating the single partile levels shemes of the 9 K-isomers: 176;177;178Lu,177;178;179Hf and 178;179;180Ta and the possible quasipartile on�gurationsof odd nuleons systems and exited states we have found the new set,better reproduing the experimental energies of 56 states �0 = 0:025 ; �1 =0:88 ; �0 = 0:062 : The energies, radii and quadrupole moments ofK-isomerswith the new harmoni osillator frequenies (7), (8) and orretion termparameters were alulated. They agree better with the experimental data,then the previous ones. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Déharge, D. Gogny, Phys. Rev. C21, 1568 (1980).[2℄ T.H.R. Skyrme, Nul. Phys. 9, 615 (1959).[3℄ B.D. Serot, J.D. Waleka, Adv. Nul. Phys. 16, 1 (1997).[4℄ Z. �ojewski, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, K. Pomorski, J. Dudek, Phys. Rev. C51, 601(1995).[5℄ S.G. Nilsson, Mat. Fys. Medd. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 29, no. 16 (1955).[6℄ T. Seo, Z. Phys. A324, 43 (1986).[7℄ B. Nerlo-Pomorska, B. Mah, At. Data Nul. Data Tables 60, 287 (1995).[8℄ W.D. Myers, W.J. �wi¡teki, Nul. Phys. 81, 1 (1966).[9℄ J. Bardeen, L.N. Cooper, J.R. Shrie�er, Phys. Rev. 106, 162 (1957).[10℄ M. Warda, B. Nerlo-Pomorska, K. Pomorski, Nul. Phys. A635, 484 (1998).[11℄ G. Frike, C. Bernhardt, At. Data Nul. Data Tables 60, 177 (1995).


